One Referee Constitutes a Poor Method of Assisting the Editor to Assess Epidemiologic Research: Should three not be the Standard?
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Abstract

Epidemiology has been defined as a branch of medical science that deals with the incidence, distribution, and control of disease in a population. Introduced into the English language about the year 1860, the author has from the early 1970s been involved in research on it with special reference to the Igbo ethnic group in Nigeria, West Africa. Despite my wide experience, a paper on Wilms tumor in Igbo children was rejected by the Editor of International Journal of Cancer and Clinical Research on the opinion of one referee who stated that “There are many different tribes in Nigeria,” adding therefore that “A better paper would survey the entire country, comparing different groups and areas.” Accordingly, this referee’s opinion is falsified on several grounds, including the fact that 36 editors had between 1974 and 1978 accepted such papers of mine. Indeed, the paper has since been accepted by the Editor of "Archives in Cancer Research." Accordingly, it is hypothesized that at least three referees should be a standard practice in evaluating not only epidemiologic but also other scientific communications worldwide.
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Introduction

The Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary defined “Epidemiology” as “a branch of the medical science that deals with the incidence, distribution, and control of disease in a population” [1]. Interestingly, this word was described as having entered the English Language since about the 1860s. Therefore, as a Nigerian scientist, who believes strongly in the lingua franca status of the English language [2], I have written on the epidemiology of many diseases among my own Ethnic Group, the Igbo or Ibos of Nigeria. Incidentally, an anthropologist, Basden [3] wrote a book on them. The present paper merits exemplification.

Original submission of Wilms tumor

As advised by a British group [4] establishing a histopathology data pool is useful in analyzing epidemiological materials. Therefore, from 1970 to 2000, 58 cases of Wilms tumor were accumulated. The data were analyzed and compared fruitfully with an English series [5]. The findings were submitted to the "International Journal of Cancer and Clinical Research." Unfortunately, the Editor rejected it on the advice of one referee who argued thus:

“There are many different tribes in Nigeria. A better paper would survey the entire country, comparing different groups and areas.”

Resubmission to “Archives in Cancer Research”

Without taking any iota of notice of the above referee's misgivings, the manuscript was wholly submitted to the above indicated Journal. It was nicely accepted and printed [6].

Demolition of the rejecting referee's grounds

The vast Nigerian country has numerous ethnic groups numbered in hundreds.

There is no evidence that each has a person of my stature, let alone the collected data extending over the years.

Must an author anywhere in Nigeria publish by first conducting research throughout the entire country? Certainly not!

The existence of 36 journals that accepted my works

Incidentally, these constituted my entire Doctor of Medicine Thesis of Glasgow University (1980). They were written only from 1974 to 1978. Not one of them followed the above referee's injunctions. Their titles suffice thus:

Proposed 3 minimum referee system

Coming to brass tacks, as the English would say, I herein conclude that with regard to the smallest number of referees that will provide positive or negative answers, it should indubitably be three! Surely, this would make not only the life of authors easier but also the furtherance of knowledge faster! Indeed, it is hypothesized that this is one step which will significantly foster the advance of scientific communication worldwide!
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